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ABSTRACT 
We calculate for several g E L’(Iw) and for integer values of l/ab the frame bounds and, when 
possible, the minimum energy dual functions “7 for the set of time-frequency translates of g corre- 
sponding to the lattice parameters a, b. For this we use a recently derived expression for frame 
bounds and biorthogonal functions in terms of translates of g corresponding to the complementary 
lattice with parameters l/b, l/a. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Efficient signal representations for the transmission and storage of signals, as 
they occur, for instance, in audio and video applications, are of increasing im- 
portance. These signal representations often consist of the concatenation of an 
analysis and a synthesis operator. That is, there is a countable collection 
gk E L2(R), k E 2, such that all occurring data signals f E L2(R) can be rep- 
resented in the form 
(0.1) f = SC = c ckgk, 
keZ 
where the coefficients c = (ck)ker depend on f and have the form of inner 
products, 
(0.2) c = A_!- = ((f-T %))kez 
with Tk E L’(R), k E Z. Here one calls S the synthesis operator and A the 
analysis operator of the representation, and (0.1-2) can be written succinctly as 
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SA = Z with Z the identity operator of L2(lR). The crucial point in the rep- 
resentations (0.1-2) is to choose the gk and ok such that, on the average over 
all occurring f, there are only few coefficients ck that really matter from a per- 
ceptive point of view, so that data reduction can be obtained by coarse quanti- 
zation of the Ck. Further requirements on the representation are that, with a 
hardware structure of modest complexity, the coefficients can be computed and 
the signals can be reconstructed fast and reliably, and that the coefficients re- 
flect in some way or another the energy distribution of the signals in the time- 
frequency plane. For all these reasons the modulated filter banks, in which one 
has 
(0.3) gk(t) = e2*jmbrg(t - nu), '-/k(t) = e 2Timbry(t - mz), t E R, 
for k = (n,m) E Z = h x Z with g,y E L2(lR) the synthesis and analysis win- 
dow of the filter bank and a > 0, b > 0, are quite popular. Systems of functions 
as in (0.3) are also known as Weyl-Heisenberg systems or Gabor systems, and 
the corresponding representations (0.1-2) are called lattice expansions or 
Gabor representations. 
The last decade has witnessed a major development of the theory of the sig- 
nal representations (0.1-3). In particular, the questions when a synthesis op- 
erator S as in (0.1) has a bounded right-inverse A as in (0.2) and whether one 
can compute an analysis window y from S have been addressed, see [l- 41. 
These questions have been put in the mathematical setting of frame operator 
theory; for the present case the relevant frame operator is T = SS*, and the 
crucial point for an affirmative answer to these questions is that T is bounded 
and positive definite as an operator of L2(lR), also see Section 1. 
In the present paper we establish for several choices of g E L*(W) and integer 
values of l/ah that the corresponding T is bounded and positive definite by 
explicitly calculating inf a(T), supc~(T), with o(T) the spectrum of T, and we 
compute, whenever possible, minimum energy analysis windows ‘7. 
1. DEFINITIONS AND RESULTS 
Let a > 0, b > 0, and denote for x, y E Iw andf E L2(lR) 
(1.1) f&t) = e 2”iq-(t - x), t E R. 
When g E L2(lR) we say that g generates a (Weyl-Heisenberg) frame (for the 
parameters u, b) when there are A > 0, B < 00 such that 
(1.2) 41fl12 I 2 I(f,gm,,~)12 I Bllfl12, f E L’(W), 
?l,??I=--00 
where ( , ) and ]I ]I d eno t e ordinary L2(W) inner product and norm. The num- 
bers A, B in (1.2) are called lower, upper frame bounds for g. In case g E L’(W) 
generates a frame, one has that the frame operator T, defined as 
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(1.3) Tf = l?! (f,cuvndgna,m~, f E L’(R), 
Il,Pl=-CO 
maps L*(R) into L*(R) and that AZ 5 T 5 BZ with Z the identity operator of 
L*(W). For such a g one can define ‘y = T-‘g; this ‘y is dual in the sense that 
for any f E L2(R) there is the L2(R)-convergent expansion 
(1.4) f = 5 hn &a, mb 
?l,??l=--00 
with Q,, = (f, ‘y,, mb). It is an interesting property of ‘7 that for any f E 
L2(R) and any a E Z*(Z*) such that (1.4) holds we have 
whence the name minimum energy dual function. It can furthermore be shown 
that for any y E L*(R) such that ((f, yna,&)) E l*(Z) and 
(1.6) f = E (f,%o,mb)gna,mb 
?l,ltl=-CO 
for all f E L2(W), we have that llOyll 5 Ilrl]. We refer to [l], [2] for more details 
on the theory of Weyl-Heisenberg frames, in particular with respect to ranges 
of values of ab for which gna,,,,b indeed constitutes a frame. 
The determination of the largest lower frame bound and smallest upper 
frame bound is an important problem in the theory of Weyl-Heisenberg 
frames. This is so since it is customary to compute Oy according to the formula 
(1.7) =‘y = T-i 
where 
(1.8) v=z-- 2 T B+A ; 
Hence the convergence speed of the series at the right-hand side of (1.7) is cri- 
tically determined by A, B. In this note we present for several choices of g E 
L*(R) and for (ab)-’ = q E N analytic formulas for A, B and, when possible, 
for Oy. The restriction to values of ab 5 1 is a logical one since it is well known 
that no g can generate a frame when ab > 1. Our methods are, however, only of 
limited value for the cases of non-integral values of (cd-‘. 
A commonly used method to compute frame bounds and dual functions for 
the (ab)-’ = q E N-case is to employ the Zak transform, see [l-6]. For f E 
L*(R) we let 
(1.9) (zb f)(7, v) = bp1/2k=g f(b-‘(7 - k))e2”ikv, 7, v E k!, 
M 
(convergence in a local L2(R2)-sense) be the Zak transform off, where the 
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scaling by b in (1.9) suits our present purposes best. Then the largest lower 
frame bound A and smallest upper frame bound B are given respectively by 
(1.10) A =essinfI< /(&g)(r+i,v)[: 
(1.11) B = esssup C (Zhg) 1;; 1 (r+;>q2, 
where the ess inf and ess sup can be taken over any unit square in R2. Also, 
when 0 < A 5 B < co in (l.lO-ll), we have that 
(1.12) 7,VE R, 
from which we can find ‘y according to the formula 
(1.13) “y(t) = b’12j (Zb’Y)(t,v)dv, I E R. 
0 
In this paper we present an alternative to the procedure just given that is occa- 
sionally easier to work out. It is based on some results recently obtained in [7] 
(for these results it is not necessary to assume that (ab)-’ is an integer). Con- 
sider the linear operator G mapping f E L2(W) onto a double sequence Gf ac- 
cording to 
(1.14) Gf = ((f&/b,l/a))k&z. 
Then the operator GG’ maps double sequences onto double sequences, and 
GG’ has matrix elements 
(1.15) (GG*),,;w = (gk’lb,I’/argk/b,I/o), k&k’,/’ E +, 
when we take the standard basis (bkk’61,‘)kJ,,,EZ, k: 1 E Z for 12(Z2). According 
to the main result in [7] we have for all A 2 0, B < CG that* 
(1.16) g generates a frame with frame bounds A, B ti AI 5 -$ GG* 5 BI, 
where the I at the right-hand side of (1.16) now denotes the identity operator of 
12(Z’2). Also, when at least one of the two statements in (1.16) holds, we can 
compute ‘y according to 
(1.17) “Y(t) = abk ,;_ ((GG*)-‘)kl;oo~k,b,,,o(t). 
7 CaJ 
For the case that (ab)-’ = q E N, it is easy to show that GG’ has a Toeplitz 
* After completion of [7] and the present paper the author was informed that (1.16) has also been 
discovered independently by I. Daubechies, H. Landau and Z. Landau, and by A. Ron and Z. Shen. 
Both groups also show that (1.17) holds. This rigourizes a result of Wexler and Raz who used the 
right-hand side of (1.17) in the expansions (1.6) as-y. 
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matrix, viz. 
(1.18) (GG’),,;,,,, = (g,g(k-k’)/h.(I-/‘)/a), kI k’,l’ E z. 
Accordingly, the spectrum of (l/ab)GG* is contained in the interval [M, M] 
where (observe that GG’ is positive semi-definite) 
(1.19) m = f essinf F > 0, M=-$esssupF, 
and F is defined as 
(1.20) F(B, T) = k ,;_ (g,gk,b,,,a)e2rrike+2ni’r. 
9 XJ 
Also, when 0 < m 5 M < 00 in (1.19) we have that 
(1.21) ((GG*)-‘),,;.. = / /- e-;;;,-:;lii de d7 
equals the (kl)‘h Fourier coefficient of l/F. 
Of course, the two methods are not really different. Indeed, it is easy to show 
that 
(1.22) 
and also formula (1.12) can be easily converted into formula (1.17). The only 
point this paper wants to make is that the approach using the formulas (1.17), 
(1.21) is somewhat more direct than the approach based on the Zak transform, 
and therefore has some computational advantages. 
We shall encounter a number of cases where GG’ factorizes according to 
(1.23) (GG*),,;.,,, = M,“_m,e, Mz, k, I,k’, 1’ E z, 
so that 
(1.24) F(44 = mtime(e)mrreq(T) 
with 
(1.25) mtime(e) = k=z, MLime 2rrik0; mfreq(r) = ,=Em Mye2ni’7. 
In that case the frame bounds A, B are given as 
(1.26) 
A = & ess inf mtime . ess inf mfreq; 
B = 5 ess SUpmtimp . ess sup mfreq, 
and “y is given by (provided that 0 < A 5 B < XI) 
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(1.27) “y(t) = 
Ckg(t - k’b)Y 00 
with 
(1.28) ck = ((Mtime)-l)k = j m,;&$+?-2”‘ke& 
0 
the kth Fourier coefficient of m,&,. Formula (1.27) is a special case of the fol- 
lowing more general result: when 1 /I; can be written as 
(1.29) j&j = ,=E Pk(T)e2aike, 
00 
then 
(1.30) “y(t) = “b? $‘k(t/a>g(t -k/b). 
We consider the following examples to illustrate our point. 
(A) Functions g supported by an interval of length l/b. We reestablish the 
results in [l], 3.4.4.A for this case. By observing that Oy can be obtained as the 
unique solution of the problem 
(1.31) minimixe c I(%&,rnb) - 6no6mo12 
rcLZ(W) n,m 
we reestablish a link, originally observed by Veldhuis in [8], with work of Griffin 
and Lim in [9] on signal estimation from modified short-time Fourier trans- 
forms. We treat the truncated exponential as a special case in detail. 
(B) Functions g supported by an interval of length 2/b. We present a condi- 
tion that guarantees uch a g to generate a frame, and we compute A, B, ‘y for 
the truncated exponential. Also, for truncated exponentials, the frame bounds 
are more generally computed for the case that g is supported by [0, r/b) with 
r = 2,3,. . . . 
(C) One-sided exponentials. We show that the one-sided exponential gen- 
erates a frame for any value of ab 5 1, and we reestablish the results of Fried- 
lander and Zeira in [6] on the frame bounds and the form of the dual function “7 
for the case that (ab)-’ = q E N. 
(D) Two-sided exponentials. We present analytic formulas for the frame 
bounds in case that (ab)-’ = q E N, and compare our results with the numer- 
ical results in [2], pp. 982-983, obtained by means of the Zak transform. 
(E) Gaussians. We present analytic formulas for the frame bounds in case 
that (ab)-’ = q E N, and compute Oy for the case that q is even, thereby ex- 
tending the results in [lo], Section 4. 
(F) Hyperbolic secants. We present analytic formulas for the frame bounds 
for g(t) = (cash rdt)- ’ in case that (ab)-’ = q E N in terms of quantities asso- 
ciated to the Jacobian elliptic functions and we show that g generates a frame 
when q = 2,3,. . . . 
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2. FUNCTIONS SUPPORTED BY AN INTERVAL OF LENGTH l/b 
In this section it is not necessary to assume that (ab))’ is an integer. Assume 
that g E L2(R) is supported by an interval of length I l/b. We calculate the 
matrix elements of GG’ as 
W*),,;w = J g(t - k’lb)g*(t - k/b)e2”‘(“-‘)‘&t 
(2.1) = J- Ig(t)12e2Ki(1’-‘)fl(ldt, k = k’, 
and (GG*),,;,,,, = 0 when k # k’. Hence GG* has aToeplitz matrix, and 
1 
F(13,r) = 5 (GG*)k,;ooe2?rikef2Ri1* 
(2.2) 
k,l=-co 
= ,g s Ida 2e-2Wla-~)df = a E lgcaT + an)12, 
?Z=-SI 
where in the last step the Poisson summation has been used. Hence we have the 
frame bounds 
(2.3) A = f essinf 5 ]g(ar + an)12, B = k ess sup 5 ]g(ar + an)]‘. 
?I=-CO ?l=-oo 
Also, when 0 < A 5 B < co we have in accordance with (1.23-28) 
(2.4 “$4 = k(t) 
c,“= __oo Idt + aa . 
This reestablishes the results in [l], 3.4.4.A. Note that O-y and g have the same 
support. 
It is interesting to make a connection, first noted by Veldhuis in [8], Chap- 
ter 8, with work by Griffin and Lim in [9] on signal estimation from modified 
short-time Fourier transforms. To that end we shall produce ‘y in a somewhat 
different manner than is usually done. Assume that g has an upper frame bound 
B < co, and that we are given an F = (F,,),, E 12(Z2). When this F is con- 
sidered as a noisy/distorted version of (( f, gna,mb))n,m Ez with f E L2(R), one 
could try to estimate f from F by minimizing 
(2.5) J(f) = E I(f,g.a,mb) -Fnm12. tZ,))2=--03 
With h = C,,, F,,,,,g,,a,mb E L’(R) we can express J as (see (1.3) for the defini- 
tion of T) 
(2.6) J(f) = (Tf,f) - 2Re(f,h) + C IL12. 
n,m 
When g generates a frame, so that T-’ exists, J(f) is uniquely minimized by 
(2.7) f = T-‘h = C Fn,oyno,mb. 
n.m 
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In particular, when Fnm = &,S,,,,, we find f = '7. 
In [9] a discrete version of the following problem is considered: Estimate an 
f E L2(lR) from a noisy/distorted version Fn,” of 
(2.8) ( f,gnn,y) = Sf(t)g*(t_na)e_2"'"'dt, It E 72, YE R, 
by minimizing 
(2.9) Jc(f) = .=?+ _l l(f,gna,v) -F,,v12d~. 
Here it is assumed that F,,,, E L2(Z x W). Observing that by Parseval’s theorem 
(2.10) .=g, _I I(f,gna,v)12dv = 7 If(O12G(W, -00 
where 
(2.11) G(t) = E Ig(t -an)12, 
?l=--Di? 
we see that minimizing J, is feasible when 0 < ess inf G I ess sup G < 00. In 
that case one finds just as before that J, is minimal for 
(2.12) f(t) = ? 7 &,.r,',.(W; r"(t) =g(t),'G(Q n=-cc -co 
Now in case that g is supported by an interval of length l/b, we see that yc = ‘7 
(apart from a constant). 
As a special case we consider the choice 
(2.13) g(r) = e-O’~l,,b-,,(t), c E IF!. 
We then get 
0, k # 0, 
(2.14) (GG*)kl;oo = a(1 - eeajb) k = o 
2aa+2d ’ ’ 
and 
(2.15) F(@,T) = k ,g_, (GG*)kf;ooe2~‘~B+2?rih = 4 - e-cr’b) e-24- 1;J) 1 _ e-2an 
Hence the lower and upper frame bounds are given by 
(2.16) A =” l -e-a’b 
b 1 _ e-2~a e 
-2aa 
’ 
and Oy equals 
(2.17) “y(t) = b : 1 :I:; e~Yt-2at’r’a’X~~,b-l)(t) 
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3. FUNCTIONS SUPPORTED BY AN INTERVAL OF LENGTH 2/b 
In this section we take (&)-I = q E N, and we assume that we have a g E 
L*(rW) supported by an interval of length 5 2/b. We now find 
k = 0, 
k= 1, 
and (GG*)kr;oo vanishes for Ik( > 2. Then we get 
(3.2) ~(e,r) = 5 (GG*)kr;..e2”iks+2ni1’ = Re[c,(r) + 2e2kieci(r)], 
k,l=-a? 
where 
(3.3) CO(T) = ,=gm (GG*),,;,,e*“‘” = UC lg(aT + an)/*, 
n 
(3.4) C,(T) = 2 (GG*),z;ooe27iizT = 
I=-Co 
u~g(uT+un+~)g’(uT+un). 
Hence the frame bounds A, B are given by 
(34 A = essinf(co(r) - 2lci(r)l), 
Let r E Iw, and let 
B = essinf(co(r) + 2lci(r)l). 
(3.6) z,=g(ur+un+ur), n=O )‘..) 2q-1, 
with I such that g(m + an + ur) = 0 for n < 0, n > 2q - 1. Since 
2q-1 q-l 
(3.7) co(r) = .go lzA2, Cl(T) = c w;+q, 
n=O 
it is easy to see that Ici (r)] 5 i CO(T) with equality if and only if there is a ,B E C, 
I/31 = 1 such that z,,, = /Izn, n = 0, 1,. . . ,q - 1. Hence, when essinf co(r) > 0, 
we have that g generates a frame except in the very special case that the sample 
values of g on one half of its support are arbitrarily close to a unitary multiple 
of the sample values on the other half. 
Assume for simplicity that Q(T) is real for all T, and that 0 < A < B < 00. 
Then we have 
(3.8) i= 
1 
F(& T) CO(T) + 2Cl (T) COS 2d 
= ,g (Pk(+2rike> 
m 
with 




It follows therefore from (1.29-30) that 
(3.10) “r(t) = 
Je ,_E, (-p(tM)‘k’g(t - Vb)* 
Consider the special case that 
(3.11) g(t) = e-a’X[0,2/b)(t), t E R. 
Then we find 
(3.12) 
so that, see (3.9), 
(3.13) p(7) = Plb =: p. 
It thus follows that 
(3.14) A = 4 -p2)(1 -p)2 e-2ua 
I_,--2aa ’ 
B = 41 -P2>U +d2 
1 - e-2aa 
are the frame bounds, and the dual function is given by 
(3.15) “$t) = “((l--;20) ,2+2aal+l 5 (-Akg(t - k/b). 
k=-co 
With some perseverance this “y(t) can be shown to be equal to 
(3.16) “r(t) = “((&;;2a) (-1) 1br~eor-2a~ltl~J+2albrJlbx~_m,b_,~(t). 
Observe that “7 is supported by the set (--00, b-l), and that “y(t) decays as 
exp(at) when I -+ --oo. 
Some of the calculations just given for the truncated exponential can also be 
made for the case that 
(3.17) g(t) = e-“‘x[O,r/b)(t), t E R7 
where r = 3,4,. . . . With p = evalb, it can be shown that 
Ikl L r, 
, 14 < r. 
It is furthermore found that 
(3.19) F(0, T) = ;” ---_;2 
1 -pre2+” 2e_2an(T- L~J) 
1 -pe27ri0 
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This yields the frame bounds 
AJl-p+?-2”n . 1-z’ 2 
’ 
(3.20) 
b( 1 - e-Za=) ;I; I I 1 - z 
B= 
1 -p2 l-z’ 2 
b( 1 - e-2aa) RF!; 1-z . I I 
One can even give a series expansion for ‘7 as in (3.15); this is so since 
(3.21) 
(also see (1.29-30)). A further elaboration of ‘7 as in (3.16), though possible, 
yields unwieldy expressions. 
4. ONE-SIDED EXPONENTIALS 
In this section we consider the one-sided exponential 
(4.1) g(t) = &e-“‘xlO,OO)(f), t E R 
(as in [6], we have normalized g so as to have unit L’(R)-norm). We shall first 
show that g generates a frame when ab I 1. According to Proposition A in [ 111, 
it is suflkient to show that g has a finite upper frame bound and to display a 7 
with a finite upper frame bound such that 
(4.2) hgk/b,I/a) = Ub6k06zo, k, 1 E z. 
To show that g has an upper frame bound, we can use [l], Section 3.4.2. We have 
(with CI = to, b = w0/27r) for the present case 
(4.3) 
2cye-“lsl 
P(s) := sup c I& - na)g(x - na + s)l = 1 _ e_zaa. 
n 
Hence 
(4.4) P(O) + C I P(W) N-k/b) I 1’2 < 00, 
k#O 
so that g has indeed a finite upper frame bound. Next a 7 satisfying (4.2) is given 
by 
(4.5) y(t) = & ea’(x[O,o)(O - x[-a,O)W). 
This y has an upper frame bound since the /3 of [l], Section 3.4.2 corresponding 
to y is bounded and has a bounded support. 
We next consider the case that (ab)-’ = q E N. We compute 
(4.6) (GG*)kr;oo = 2a;;;ail e-a’k”b, 
so that 
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(4.7) I;(@7 7) = Wime(e)mfreq(7) 
with 
(4.8) mtime(e) = 
1 -p2 
1 +p2 - 2pcos2d 
In (4.8) we have set p = e -alb, as usual. It thus follows that lower and upper 
frame bound are given by 
A ,& 1 -p e-2aa 
(4.9) - 
b 1 +p 1 -e-2aa’ 
.=2cyl+P 1 
b l-p l-&cu~’ 
Apart from the factors 2a, this agrees with (3.20) when we let r + 0;). Finally, 
‘7 follows easily from (1.23-28) as 
(4.10) “r(t) = mf $,., + (-At + l/b) + (1 +p2Mt) -i&t - l/b)) 
r 
which can be worked out as 
(4.11) “y(t) = & ’ ;:;; ~~“-2Qn’r’a’(X[0,1,b)(~) -P2X[-l,b,0)(t)h 
The results (4.9) and (4.11) agree with the expressions found by Friedlander and 
Zeira in [6] by using the Zak transform. Observe that ‘7 is supported by 
[-l/b, l/b), and that ‘7 and the y of (4.5) are different. 
5. TWO-SIDED EXPONENTIALS 
In this section we take (ab)-’ = q E N, and we compute the frame bounds for 
(5.1) g(t) = (Y%-~‘tl, t E R. 
We find 
(5.2) (GG*)/+oo = 
( 
4cx2a2 




(5.3) F(0) = m,!,,,@+&(r) + % m&&V 
Here we have (with p = epalb as usual) 
(5.4) mt!,,,(e) = 2 plkle2?rike = 
1 -p2 
k=-cc i +p2 - 2pc0s2re’ 
(5.5) 





m;~,(e) = - 
(1 +p2)cos27d - 2p 
1 -p2 (1 +p2) - 2pcos2ne 
Hence 
(5.8) F(e> r) = m,!,rnfz(e) 
1 
m&(7) + % mtime In (e)}. 
Now 
(5.9) 1 -P 4id1> = l+p I m&,(e) I l+P - = dime(O), 
1-P 
Hence (observe that F(0, r) 2 0, see (1.19)) 
(5.12) rnl;nF(B,r) = F(h, ;), fyye, 7) = ~(0, 01, 
and we obtain the frame bounds 
(5.13) A = tanh$‘2b) { & - sin?&}, 
(5.14) B = ab 
cotanh(a/2b) (YU cash era + 
{ 
a/b 
sinh au malb > 
Observe that A _> 0 with equality if and only if a = l/b. 
A numerical inspection of the bounds A, B for the case (^Y = 1, (ub)-’ = q E N 
shows agreement with Table IV in [2], p. 983 although for instance the case 
czbTaikb = i (i.e. qo = 1, po = 7r/2 in the table) shows 2.724 for Aexact, while we 
(5.15) A = 4tanh2 &-L} = 2.716027577, 
{ sinh 4 
which is slightly off. 
We refer to [ 121 where an explicit expression for ‘y is presented when ub = 1. 
6. GAUSSIANS 
We consider in this section the Gaussian 
(6.1) g(t) = 21/4exp(--At2), t E IF& 
It is known that g generates a frame when ub < 1 (see [ll] for an elementary 
proof). We shall find the frame bounds for the case that (ub)-’ = q E N, and we 
compute ‘7 for the case that q is even. 
We compute (when (ub)-’ = q E N) 
(6.2) (GG*)kr;oo = (-l)k’qexp(-i7r(k2/b2 + 12/u2)). 
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We shall show that 
(6.3) F(8, T) = g (GG*)kr~~~e2”iks’2ni1T 
is minimal for (0, T) = (1, 1) and maximal for (0, T) = (0,O). 
We distinguish between the cases that q is even and q is odd. When q is even 
we have that 
(6.4) I;(8, T) = 193(7r0; e-“/262)‘IjJ)(7r7; e-r/2a2), 
where we have used the definition (for 0 < c < 1) 
Co 
(6.5) &(z;c) = C c 
n2 2inz e 
?Z=-C.3 
of the theta function (see [12], Chapter 21). It is a well-known fact, and an easy 




?9s(z;c) = c n (1 +2c 2”- l cos2z + P-2); 
n=l 
c = fj (1 - C2n) > 0, 
?I=1 
that &(z; c) is minimal at all points z = (r + 4)~ and maximal at all points z = 
r7r with r E Z. Hence F is minimal at (0, T) = ($ , 3) and maximal at (f3, T) = 
(0,O). Accordingly we get for the frame bounds 
(6.7) A = & C (-l)k+’ exp(-+(k2/b2 + 12/a2)), 
k,l 
(6.8) B = -& 5 exp(-kr(k2/b2 + r2/a2)). 
Also, we compute “y(t) according to (1.23-28) as 
ab m 
(6-9) Oyct) = &(rt/a;exp(-r/2a2)) k=_ c Ckdt - k/b), 
where Ck are the Fourier coefficients of r9c1 (To; exp(-7r/2b2)). We have by [13], 
Chapter 21, p. 489 (Example 14), 9 21.61 and 0 21.41 that 
(6.10) & = &jj kzg, (-l)kake2’k’. 
Here we have (with c = exp(-7r/2b2)) 
S{(O) = E (-1)“(2n + l)c(“fiJ2; 
(6.11) 
?I=-IX 




(6.12) ck = c,“=o (-l) 
m+kC(m+JJ(21kl+m+i) 
c,“_-, (-l)“(n + +(“+:)2 ’ k E z. 
From (6.9) and (6.12) it follows that ‘y(t) decays like exp(-n)tl/2b) (and not 
faster than that) and that ‘7 (unlike g) does not extend to an entire function. 
The case q odd is more complicated. Then we can write 
(6.13) F(B, r) = C (-l)k’ exp(-ir(k2/b2 + 12/a2) + 27rikB + 2&r) 
k,l 
in the forms 
F(R 7) = (. 
2 2 
g - 2 c ew - 
k, I odd > ( 5 - $ + 2rike + 2&r > 
(6.14) 
= ?Jj(7r& e -?r/2b2) &(7r7-; e-?r/2a2 ) 
- 262(2re; e- 2slb2)92(2~7;e-2nla2) 
and 
qe,T) = ( - c (-1)k+‘+2 c k,l k, I even > ( 
2 2 
exp - 2 - $+2dk0+2?rih 
> 
(6.15) 
= -84(7# e- A’2b2)~4(7r7; e -7r/2az ) 
+ 263(2re; e-2~~b2)63(2~r; e-2a/a2). 
Here we have used the definitions (6.5) and 
00 
(6.16) 79&c) = c C(R+pe(2n+l)iz, 
tZ=-CC 
(6.17) &(z;c) = &(z+ $r;c) = 5 (-l)n~“2e2niz 
?I=-CCl 
for the theta functions. From the product expansions (6.6) and 
(6.18) &(z;c) = 2Cc 1’4cosz fi (1 +2c2~cos2z+c4~), 
n=l 
00 
(6.19) ti4(z;c) = C n (1 - 2c 2n-1 cos2z + C4n-2) 
n=l 
with C > 0 as in (6.6), we see that 
- ‘Ij)z(z; c) is maximal at all z = 2r7r, minimal at all z = (2r + l)r, and that 
82(2m; c) = -&((2r + 1)~; c) > 0 for r E Z, 
- 193(z; c) is maximal at all z = rr, minimal at all z = (r + $)x, and that 
63((r+ +)7r;c) >OforrEH, 
- 94(z; c) is minimal at all z = r7r, maximal at all z = (r + $)T, and that 
9_94(m; c) > 0 for r E Z. 
We easily conclude from (6.14) that F(e,r) is minimal at all (0,7) = 
(r + i, s + i), and from (6.15) that F(8, 7 is maximal at all (e, T) = (r, s) for ) 
r, s E h. As a consequence we get for the frame bounds A, B the expressions 
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(6.20) A = f k ,E_, (-l)k+‘+k’exp(-$rr(k2/b2 + 12/a2)), 
(6.21) B = & k ,g_, (-l)kfexp(-$+2/b2 + 12/a2)). 
The results of this section extend the ones given in [lo], Section 4, where it was 
shown that for the case that (ab)-’ is even the upper frame bound B is given by 
(6.8). We also note that the F in (6.13) has been analyzed in [14], Section 3 for 
the case that ab = 1; it has been shown there, among other things, that 
F(f3, T) 2 F( 4, 1) = 0. We finally note that computation of Oy is very cumber- 
some for this case. 
7. HYPERBOLIC SECANTS 
We consider in this section for d > 0 the hyperbolic secant 
c7.1) dr) = cos;Tdt 7 t E ‘7 
whose Fourier transform Fg is given by 
Using the formula 
(with the usual precautions when v = 0 or 7 = 0) we compute the matrix ele- 
ments of GG’ as 
(7.4) (GG’),,;,,,, = 
4nexp(+l- I’)(k + k’)/ab) sin(r(l - I’)(k - k’)/ab) 
,L?sinh(Td(k - k/)/b) sinh(n(f - l’)/ad) ’ 
Consider the case that (ub))’ = q E N. Then GG’ has a Toeplitz matrix and 
(7.4) vanishes unless (k - k')(l - I’) = 0. Moreover, 
(7’5) (GG*)k,;oo = bsinhf~dk,b) ’ W*Lr;oo= 2’ ad2 sinh(nl/ud) 
for k # 0 # 1, and (GG’),,;,, = 2/rd. It follows that 
I 






kcos2rkkB 4 3c lcos21rlr 2 
= d Q k= 1 sinh(rk/a) + 3 ,Ft sinh(rl/P) + G ’ 
where we have set 
(7.7) ; > a=- /3 = ad. 
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By using the definition of (GG*)ko;oo and (GG*),k,, directly, the Poisson sum- 
mation formula, and, for the first series in the middle member of (7.6), Parse- 
val’s theorem together with (7.2), we can write I;(@, r) also as 
(7.8) F(f&T) =f E I k=-cc 
To obtain the frame bounds 
(7.9) A = f minF(8,7), 
cx 
cosh’(ra(6’ + k)) 
+E P 2 -- 
I= p-00 cosh2 7rp(r + 1) ’ rr > 
B = f maxF(8, r), 
we have to use some results from the theory of Jacobian elliptic functions, see 
[13], Chapter 21-22. We have from [13], p. 520 (Example 5) 
(7.10) nz, nsl,?g$yx = 2 E “;,:fnnx = -${K2 - KE - (kK)*sn2u}, 
n=l 
where c = exp( -v) and K, E, k, u are as in [13]. In particular, 
(7.11) k=$ u = 6:x, sn u = k-Ii2 
61 (xi c) 
3 84(x; c) 
where & = &(O; c) (the theta functions are as in Section 6, and 61 (x; c) = 
&(x - IT, c)). Now by [13], p. 478 we have 
@2(x; c)93(x; c) 
?9Z(x;c) . 
Hence sn2 u is extremal when 
(7.13) snu = 0 (i.e. x = nn), or 92(x; c) = 0 (i.e. x = (n + $)n), 
where n E H. In the second case we have sn’r.4 = 1 since 61(&r; c) = 82, 
?94(+r;c) =63. 
It thus follows that F is minimal at (0, Q-) = (i, 1) and maximal at (0, r) = 




(7.15) B=-&{ -$(K,‘- K,E,) +&(K; - KpEp) +a}. 
Here, a, p are as in (7.7) and K,, E,, k, correspond to c = exp( -r/y). For more 
explicit expressions for A, B one can use (7.6) or (7.8) with 0 = 7 = 1,0 = T = 0. 
We shall next show that A = 0 when ab = crfl = 1, and that A > 0 when ab = 
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a/I -C 1. For the case ab = a@ = 1 we argue as follows. We have A 2 0 since 
GG* is positive semi-definite. Also, by the Balian-Low theorem, see [I], Theo- 
rem 4.1.1, we cannot have A > 0 since both g and Fg, see (7.1-2), decay rapidly. 
Hence A = 0 in this case. As an aside remark we note that the equality 
A=(ab)-‘l;(a,~)=Oyieldsby(7.8)forthecasea=b=o:=P=l=dthe 
identity 
(7.16) k;o cosh2n;k+ ‘) =& 
2 
which is [15], (43.8.14). 
The case ab = a,0 < 1 is slightly harder. Denote for u > 0, ‘u > 0 
(7.17) R(u,v) = Q(u) + Q(v) + f; Q(u) = kgl & 7 
so that 
(7.18) A=&+,+) =--&&,;) 
by (7.6-7). We shall show that Q in (7.17) is strictly increasing in u 2 r. Since 
R(u, w) = 0 when uu = r2 by what we have proved already, and o/3 < 1 it then 
follows that A > 0. 
To show that Q strictly increases in u > rr we fix u 2 r, and we note that 
(7.19) Q(u) = kzl W>%W, uQ’W = k$l W%w%4, 
where we have set v(z) = z/ sinh z. Now 
(7.20) v’(z) = sinhz-;~shz < 0, z > 0. 
Hence for proving that Q’(U) > 0 it suffices to show that the sequence 
(kucp’(ku)),= 1,2, .._ increases to 0 as k + co. For this it suffices to show that 
(zcp’(z))’ > 0 when z 2 x. We compute 
(7.21) (z(p’(z))’ = 
z2 + sinh2 z + z cash z(z cash z - 3 sinh z) 
sinh3 z 
Evidently (7.21) is positive for z > 3, and the proof is complete. 
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